Welcome members to our orientation class for member shooting during o hour times. At the
conclusion of this class you will be required to,sign a release that you fully understand the
importance, responsibilities and safety aspects regarding this privilege.
Current hours for the club are open at 9:00am on Wednesday-Saturday-and Sunday. These
days have full sta ng to run the club. With this new program for members , you will have the
opportunity to utilize the club shooting for trap and sporting clays on all the other days.
Monday, Tuesday,Thursday and Friday, with a 9:00 am start time and a closing time of sunset.
There will be NO sta ng on these o days.
We will now go through all the steps you will be required to adhere to:
First you will have to have targets bought on your pro-matic card. There will be no sta ng on
o days to provide the opportunity to buy targets. So you need to purchase targets on a
regular scheduled open day. The club house will be closed, along with all other out buildings.
Arriving at the drive way you will need to, open the lock and enter thru the green gate. After
passing in, close but do NOT lock the gate behind you. You will be provided the combination to
the lock. Remember the speed limit in particular the house driveway as there are young
children living in the house adjoining the drive way.
Park your vehicle in the parking lot, and proceed to the canopy in front of the club house. Here
you will nd your sign in and sign out sheet. This is a mandatory requirement, it includes space
for number of targets shot. You will also nd a maintenance sheet if you have trouble with any
of the equipment, and a complaint sheet. Also listed is a list of emergency phone numbers, for
re dept/police/electrical company and ambulance services.
TRAP SHOOTING;
You will now have to operate the traps. For trap shooting the #2 trap house be used for singles
and handicap. Trap #4 will be set for doubles. The sporting clays machines are also set up but
need for you to turn them on. All turrets will have a full compliments of targets for the start.
Both trap and sporting stations will be fully loaded with targets for your start. You will be
required to re ll the turrets at the completion of your shooting. This will be a hands on
demonstration when we complete this classroom overview.
The trap machines all have a sliding door, protecting the machine and targets from the
elements. You simply lift up and set it aside in front of the trap houses. Stand to the west side
of the trap house, reach in and turn on BOTH toggle switches. Remove the cone from the roof
and place to the side of trap house.
For trap retrieve your empty gun, walk to the pro-matic box insert your card(remember it takes
two (50) targets when shooting doubles),. Then walk to number 3 station, turn on the green
switch, you will see a RED light when it is operational. You are now ready to begin shooting
trap. If you want to shoot handicap, unwind the cords from the speaker stand, to the desired
distance.
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Reminder-you get 28targets for the price of 25. One is a show me bird, the other two in case of
a broken target. Talking-slamming actions shut, moving speakers can cause unsolicited targets
to be released, and your event will come up short of the 25 targets. In the event you shot your
25 called for targets, do not call for the additional targets that could be released.
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Orientation Class - Member Shooting on closed days.

For sporting clays-pull backward the green covers over the machines. Flip the toggle switches
to the on position and your ready to use the control button to release targets , AFTER you
insert your pro-matic card.
When you have completed your shooting for the day, your required to re ll the machine turrets
with targets for the next member who may show up behind you. Again this will be shown with a
hands on experience and how to PROPERLY handle the target boxes and individual targets.
Return all speakers to the original placement.
After re lling the turrets, release any target with a cocked arm. Turn o all machines in
opposite way you turned them on, with toggle switch. Do NOT leave the arms cocked with a
target ready to y. Return the safety cone to the top of the trap house. Reinsert the trap house
doors.For sporting clays turn o the toggel switches, close up the green covers on sporting
machines.
As always you are expected to either save your empty hulls or throw them in the provided
containers. This includes any other debris as you utilize the facility.
After your shooting experience, you now will sign out with time and total targets shot. You can
leave a comment about your experience and if you had any problems.
On your departure, when approaching the gate stop short to leave enough room for you to
swing the gate open. Drive out—-stop and close and LOCK the gate behind you.
Included with this class is a separate listing of the clubs rules for safe gun handling. Please
follow these safety rules and if you see another person violating a safety rule be sure to get it
corrected, in a non confrontational manner.
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This is your club as a member enjoy this opportunity to shoot when your schedule allows.

